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What dreams may come
If you want to unlock profits through a property renovation, 
nothing says luxury more than a magnificent master suite. 

Jackie Cameron finds out how to ensure your bedroom  
is one of your home’s top selling points
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Conventional wisdom diCtates that we spend most of our time and money  
on bathroom and kitchen renovations. But you should not underestimate the role  
of the bedroom, which is a space that allows you to create a wonderful fantasy for  
the buyer.

fit for a billionaire

When you’re selling at the high end of the market, the master bedroom is as important 
as the other feature rooms, says Nico van der Meulen, a top Joburg-based architect. It  
is far more than just a space in which the primary focus is a bed – it’s a private zone 
that caters for every need.

‘If you are designing for billionaires, the main suite may be up to 300m2. It may 
include a private lounge with a fireplace in both the lounge and bedroom, a kitchenette 
or bar, or his and hers dressing rooms with dressing tables for both and a shoe and  
bag cabin,’ he says.

The lounge should have space for a work desk and a private dining area. To avoid  
staff intruding on your privacy, factor in a lobby with a butler’s pantry at the entrance  
to the suite. This way, says Van der Meulen, meals can be served without others entering 
your sanctuary.

And that’s just for starters. Some clients require their own private gym, with a separate 
entrance for a personal trainer. Those who dabble in art favour an adjacent studio.

A common requirement is a private staircase leading to the main suite. ‘This is to 
enable the lady of the house to get up to the main suite without having to use the  
main stairs,’ he explains. 

Then, to ensure sheets and pillowcases aren’t mixed up with the rest of the house-
hold bedding, a purpose-built linen room is usually part of the suite. To keep expansive 
wardrobes in pristine condition, Van der Meulen says: ‘We usually allow extra space for 
seasonal storage, and an airing cupboard for freshly pressed clothes.’

With security inevitably a major concern in South Africa, also on the list of must-
haves for the wealthiest is a panic room with phone, panic button, CCTV monitor and  
a fridge with drinks and snacks. Often this room will be a walk-in safe, or will contain 
one, says Van der Meulen.

Enhancing the high-tech feel is the latest 
in special lighting effects to cater for every 
mood. Some of the wealthiest homeowners 
expect flatscreen TVs in the bedroom, en- 
suite bathroom and even on the bedroom 
balcony, according to Van der Meulen.

water, water everywhere

A bedroom bath is a major attraction  
for buyers. Carol Reynolds, Pam Golding 
Properties area principal in Durban North 
and La Lucia, says: ‘The latest trend is an 
open-plan main bedroom with a beautiful 
bath as a feature beneath a large window 
with a view, or one set in the corner of  
the main bedroom as a statement piece.’

His and hers bathrooms have major 
appeal, too. Van der Meulen says you 
should have, at the very least, a spa bath, 
double shower, steam room or sauna, 
toilet and bidet in one bathroom. An 
additional separate toilet and basin off 
the bedroom lounge is usually required 
‘with a view if possible, and always with  
an extraction system’. Expect at least one 
dressing table to have a small basin for 
make-up removal purposes. 

Van der Meulen says that if you’re 
aiming for the most discerning of buyers, 
install a water feature, splash pool or 
jacuzzi on the bedroom balcony too.
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The bedroom is a place to relax, so don’t choose  
items that overpower the space. Everything needs 
to work together
master makeover

Where utility areas such as kitchens and 
bathrooms should be aesthetically pleasing 
in an inoffensive and functional way, bed- 
rooms are the place to play. As Brendon 
Simmonds of North Shore Interior Design 
in KwaZulu-Natal says: ‘In a bedroom you 
can have lots of fun; it’s a space that can 
reflect the personality of an individual far 
more than, say, a lounge or dining room.’

Update the space with care, though,  
as when it comes to boudoirs, beauty is 
distinctly in the eyes of the beholder. The 
glitz and glamour of sparkling fixtures and 
fittings may appeal to some; others may 
opt for rustic features that get them closer 
to nature. 

Simmonds recommends aiming for  
a tranquil feel if you’re hoping to make a 
profit on your property later. ‘It’s always 

important to keep your bedroom calm 
and inviting,’ he says. He advocates using 
neutral tones for main features, injecting 
colour with accessories. Metallics are in, 
mixed in with bold blocks of colour.

Thick, lush carpets are fine if you  
don’t have children or pets. Otherwise,  
opt for tiles (with underfloor heating)  
and beautiful rugs or Persian carpets  
to add sophistication.

Also remember to change your soft 
furnishings to suit the season, particularly 
when your house is ready to show. ‘Cooler 
colours in summer and warmer tones for 
winter. The bedroom is a place to relax,  
so don’t choose items that overpower the 
space. Everything needs to work together,’ 
says Simmonds.

A great tip for renovators planning to 
sell at the high-end, but not to the world’s 
wealthiest, is to do whatever it takes to 
enhance the feeling of spaciousness in 
your bedroom, so get rid of knick-knacks 
and clutter.

‘Nothing says “fantastic” like an over- 
sized headboard. And ditch continental 
pillows – they serve no purpose,’ he says.

Crunching the numbers

Balance your budget so all your resources 
aren’t poured into one room. As a rough 
guide, spend no more than eight to 10% 
of the cost of your renovations on the 
bedroom – it should be worth about  
R8 million on a R100 million home and 
R1.5 million on a R15 million home, says 
Van der Meulen.

Reynolds underscores the importance 
of not overcapitalising on your property. 
The easiest way to avoid this is by finding 
out about the maximum prices being 
fetched in your area. 

If your total renovation budget exceeds 
these figures, it’s likely you’ll lose money, 
she says. 
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